We argue that the lightest isospin 1/2 partners of the Z + (1530)suudd penta-quark predicted by Diakonov, Petrov and Polyakov are not the N(1710) mixed anti-decuplet states, but the pure non-strangeū(ud)(ud) andd(ud)(ud) penta-quark states which may lie as low as 1200 MeV . The expected low width of a few MeV of such a putative state may explain why it was missed in phase shift analyzes of pion-nucleon scattering.
various approximations thereof for more than three decades. The generally accepted point of view was that such states which certainly should exist are numerous, broad and hence blend in a continues background. The anomalous lightness of the Nambu-Goldstone pions allows most exotics to decay into a stable baryon and pions or just into pions with large phase spaces in all cases. It was also argued that decay rates of non exotics asmesons orbaryons requiring the creation of an extra and often even specificpair are suppressed [1] relative to the "fall-apart" decay of exotics like the Θ + ≡suudd →su + udd ≡ K + n, where all final quarks are already present in the initial state.
If pionic decays are partially blocked by the Zweig rule, suppressing ss annihilation into the lighter uū or dd quarks, the relevant states like the I = 0 f (980) and I = 1 a(980), which following Jaffe [2] we take as ssqq 1 configurations, can have reasonable 50 − 100 MeV widths despite of the large phase space for pionic decays. It was then suggested that in certain heavier quark systems, such as thecsuud penta-quark [3, 4, 5] or ssuudd ΛΛ-hexaquark [6] states, the favorable strong hyperfine interaction can generate stable multi-quark states which decay only weakly. It has been noted by several authors [7, 8, 9 ] that tetraquarks, particularly the ccqq or ccqq, are even more likely to be discovered. [12] , QCD inequalities [13] suggest the existence of a third member in the series [14] starting with f (980) ≡ ssqq, namely the I = 0 ccqq state with a mass m ≤ 3670 MeV and a narrow width decaying into η c η.
Asuudd penta-quark resonance at m(Θ + ) = 1540 MeV has been seen in K + n invariant mass distributions in various real photon experiments off deuterons [15, 16] and protons [17] by analyzing the K − K + n and K 0 s K + n final states without being swamped by multiple pion complex final states. This resonance has also been reported in K + -Xenon scattering [18] and the possible existence of a very weak evidence in K + d cross section data in the PDG (Particle Data Group compilation) [19] was noted [20] .
The most remarkable feature of the new state is the narrow width Γ Θ+ < 25 MeV seen in γd and γp experiments where this upper bound is given by the experimental resolution.
A much more stringent bound of Γ < 3 − 6 MeV [20] follows from the lack of a prominent enhancement of the K + d scattering cross section in the relevant K + d momentum interval whose size is fixed by the Fermi motion in the deuteron. An even stronger upper bound of Γ < 1 MeV is derived from a phase shift analysis [21] and by analyzing along similar lines the K + charge exchange reaction [22] .
Motivated by this new development we would like to suggest schemes where the width can be as small as Γ < 1 − 3 MeV and to dispel the belief that, when decays into pseudo scalar particles are allowed and the Zweig rule does not apply, the exotics are always 
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The sum extends over all the quarks and anti-quarks in the hadron H and C i,j (H) is the relative wave-functions at zero separation of the various q i q j or q iqj pairs in the hadron H. The components of σ are the 2 × 2 Pauli matrices σ α with α ∈ {1... [28] . One has to correct for running quark masses [29] An important exception to this are the mesons π, K, η and η ′ of the pseudo-scalar octet with a strong coupling to the pure glue channel, often attributed to the U(1) axial anomaly.
The Skyrme model contains the U(1) axial anomaly and the Skyrmions can be viewed as a coherent π, K, η fields. Hence the emergence in first order of the SU(3) symmetric anti-decuplet of Diakonov, Petrov and Polyakov can be understood [30] . Note however that a detailed analysis of the radiative widths [31] suggests that also the η and η ′ are intermediate states between the mixed and pure SU(3) flavor states.
We explore the possibility that the lowest lying partners of the Θ + (1540) are essentially the pure non-strangeū(ud)(ud) andd(ud)(ud) penta-quark states P 0 and P + .
In the penta-quark state we encounter for the first time two di-quarks taken in the simplest model [32, 20] 
where we sum only over the hyperfine interactions between the anti-quark and the four quarks in the penta-quark state because the remaining mutual q i q j interactions cancels out. Since each of the di-quarks u i d i has S = 0 the expectation value of each of the four hyperfine interactions vanishes. In this lowest order approximation we thus find requiring a high energy resolution and a small step width of less than 0.5 MeV to measure the Argand diagram, not taking into account that even in 0.5 MeV W bins the total P to π − p cross section ratio is only 0.1 − 0.3. In one of the few high resolution experiments 2 The total formation cross section at the maximum of the P resonance in the π − p channel of 5 − 25 mb is smaller than the one one in the K + n channel at W (m Θ + ) of 37 mb [20] . [34, 35] . This picture is particularly appropriate for states with large angular momenta and length r= a ≫ b.
In this limit linear Regge trajectories with a slope α ′ = 2πσ ≈ 1 GeV 2 arise and in the limit of b → 0 a string like model emerges.
In the CFTM baryons consist of three flux tubes which join at a junction J. The tetraand penta-quarks have more elaborate color networks with two and three junctions respectively (see Fig.1 ). The complexity of the penta-quark state suppresses its formation in hadronic collisions due to the specific rearrangements that are required. By detailed balance the system will then also be trapped for a long time while finding the specific period T exceeding a/c ≈ 0.7 f m/c ≈ (300 MeV ) −1 . During each period JJ annihilation occures with a probability which is smaller than P (r < b). Hence the decay rate is Γ T etra < P (r < b) · 300 MeV = 0.6 − 60 MeV . The penta-quark should have twice this width (see Fig.1 ).
The crucial flux tube radius b is determined by pure gluo-dynamics up to small 1/N 2 c corrections. The large mass of the lightest glue-ball is expected to be above m gb ≥ 1.6 GeV . 
